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Abstract

Against the backdrop of stagnant or slow volume growth in the international container transport, liner shipping companies make considerable efforts to reduce costs and provide better service quality. Due to the strategic character of decisions associated with the implementation and reorganization of liner services, solution approaches that enable a substantial reduction of total round-trip time without appreciable extra costs are regarded as promising. For this purpose, the authors develop the idea of a Maritime Service Value Network representing cooperation among container terminals as well as at least one ship routing company and one meteorological service provider. The network aims at acceleration of container liner services with (ideally) cost-neutral operations measures. The proposed concept can provide the container terminals with considerable competitive advantages and simultaneously put the liner shipping companies in a strong position for successful integration in global supply chain networks. The full paper gives an estimate of the magnitude of existing time saving potential and the associated economic and operational impact. Additionally, a rough description of the network idea is presented and obstacles for network coordination are highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Stagnant or slow volume growth in many parts of the word leads to overcapacities in the maritime container transport and is associated with fierce competition among shipping companies. As a result, the companies make considerable efforts to reduce their costs and provide services differentiating them from the products offered by competitors (Asteris et al., 2012). Against this background, quality criteria of transport services are becoming more and more significant. Recent studies show that beside the meaningful criteria "freight rate", the importance of criteria like "transport punctuality and time" or "port call frequency" has increased in container shipping (e.g. Gailus and Jahn, 2013). For container terminals functioning as major service providers for shipping companies at ports, a change in vessel handling requirements arises from this development noting that the time-related service aspects are of high relevance (Lu et al., 2011).

In this regard, measures taken by a container terminal individually have a small chance to succeed due to limited controllability of factors that are relevant to the competition. Considering that the round-trip times of global liner services can amount to two months (or more) and the number of port calls partly is binary, the share of handling time of one port in the total time is just as modest as its importance for the competitiveness of the liner service. Additionally, the acceleration of vessel handling processes is not necessarily beneficial in all the cases, e.g., the dependency of a port on tides can promptly “destroy” the newly gained time advantage. In other words, isolated efforts of single terminals to improve their ability to compete by means of process acceleration might cause limited benefits in particular situations, yet this approach is far from being termed as a good or effective solution. Due to the strategic character of decisions associated with the implementation and reorganization of liner services, solution approaches that lead to substantial reduction of total round-trip time of liner vessels and induce additional costs (not relevant for competitiveness) seem to be promising.
In the light of the foregoing discussion and inspired by emerging global terminal networks of large shipping companies (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2012), the authors develop the vision of a MARITIME SERVICE VALUE NETWORK (MSVN) consisting of container terminals, a ship routing company and a globally active meteorological service provider. The objective of the cooperation is to accelerate both vessel handling at ports and the sea voyage between them through highly cost-efficient measures. By time-related integration of accelerated processes at ports and on sea, the achievement of appreciable composite effect of time savings is ensured for the round-trip of liner vessels.

2. Loops and liner services under investigation

2.1 Structure of interregional loops and choice made

In container shipping, the origin port of a voyage ordinarily corresponds to the destination port, i.e., the vessel paths take the form of vast loops connecting specific ports in the same region (feeder or regional services) or in different regions of the world (global or interregional services). A container vessel usually calls the ports of a loop in a defined sequence being termed as "string".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interregional distance</th>
<th># loops</th>
<th># ports per loop</th>
<th>Round-trip time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia - Northern Europe</td>
<td>10.950 km³</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast - North America - Northern Europe</td>
<td>6.425 km³</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 - 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast - South America - Northern Europe</td>
<td>12.290 km³</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11 - 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Characteristics of loops from and to Northern Europe (CC, 2014; HL, 2014; ML, 2014)

For analyzing the effects of acceleration measures in container shipping, the focus is on loops with ports located in Northern Europe (NE) as well as in other regions of the world. Due to the kind and volume of foreign trade of Central European countries, most and largest loops exist on the routes to Asia, North
America and South America. Table 1 shows characteristics of such loops operated by major shipping companies. The paper composes appropriate study design based on Maersk Line loops as the shipping company provides comparatively comprehensive information about its liner service network and the underlying loop structure via internet (ML, 2014). Table 2 shows the loops under investigation with few important characteristics. For each route, two loops are considered except for the Intra-European route. Always a loop with comparatively many ports and a loop with comparatively few ports are considered for each route. So the related loops primarily differ in their string length (number of loop ports) and loop length (total travel distance).

Tab. 2: Characteristic of loops under investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maersk loop</th>
<th>RA2</th>
<th>YM</th>
<th>AE10</th>
<th>AE10west</th>
<th>Levant</th>
<th>Levantwest</th>
<th>Samb</th>
<th>Sambwest</th>
<th>SOF-NIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>region of origin</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>WCN</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Far East</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Near East</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>WCSSA</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># ports in origin region</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># stopover ports</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># ports in destination region</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># loop ports</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region of origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total travel distance (km)</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>1,080</td>
<td>3,340</td>
<td>2,650</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1,440</td>
<td>1,440</td>
<td>2,358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. interport distance (km)</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of travel distance</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region of destination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total travel distance (km)</td>
<td>5,280</td>
<td>1,665</td>
<td>10,560</td>
<td>5,600</td>
<td>1,739</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4,015</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. interport distance (km)</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td>1,685</td>
<td>1,324</td>
<td>2,080</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>898</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of travel distance</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inter-regional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total travel distance (km)</td>
<td>12,489</td>
<td>11,156</td>
<td>50,835</td>
<td>31,175</td>
<td>12,650</td>
<td>12,670</td>
<td>21,335</td>
<td>21,356</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. interport distance (km)</td>
<td>6,240</td>
<td>5,575</td>
<td>5,139</td>
<td>5,119</td>
<td>3,195</td>
<td>3,218</td>
<td>5,393</td>
<td>5,394</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of travel distance</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
<td>88.0%</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
<td>83.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length of loop (km)</td>
<td>21,819</td>
<td>13,985</td>
<td>44,765</td>
<td>30,828</td>
<td>18,356</td>
<td>18,619</td>
<td>38,799</td>
<td>38,779</td>
<td>2,358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 WCN: West Coast North America
2 WCSSA: West Coast South America

AE10short: Gdansk, Aarhus, Gothenburg, Bremerhaven, Rotterdam, Port Tangier, Suez Canal, Tanjung Pelepas, Yantian, Tanjung Pelepas, Suez Canal, Port Tangier, Bremerhaven, Gdansk.


SAMBAsshort: Tilbury, Rotterdam, Bremerhaven, Antwerp, Algeciras, Santos, Algeciras, Tilbury.
If the Maersk Line service network does not provide an appropriate loop, the required string of ports is synthetically generated by adaptation of an existing one (ordinarily by shortening). It should be noted that the loops "SAMBAshort" and "LEVANTshort" include only one South American or Near East port respectively and as a consequence, it possesses no local travel distance in the region of destination.

### 2.2 Characteristics of liner services

Loops considered as sequence of ports and sea sections form the basis for establishing liner services. Due to liner shipping's nature, the vessels call the loop ports according to a given timetable associated with a certain inter-arrival time for ports (e.g. weekly or biweekly) and port call frequency. For guaranteeing a specific call frequency or aligning the throughput capacity of a liner service to regional demand, frequently several vessels operate in a loop at the same time. Furthermore, a change in vessel size is a typical measure for systematically adjusting the throughput capacity of a service to the demand. Table 3 shows main characteristics of liner services considered for analysis.

It shall be pointed out that the smaller loop of each route is operated by vessels of capacity lower than those of the larger loop. This is due to the lower interregional transport demand or number of loop ports, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liner service</th>
<th>TA2</th>
<th>TA4</th>
<th>AE10</th>
<th>AE10short</th>
<th>Levant</th>
<th>Levantshort</th>
<th>SAMBA</th>
<th>SAMBAshort</th>
<th>BGF-5117</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no. of vessels</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. vessel capacity</td>
<td>4,250 TEU</td>
<td>5,825 TEU</td>
<td>17,500 TEU</td>
<td>11,800 TEU</td>
<td>4,270 TEU</td>
<td>9,000 TEU</td>
<td>7,700 TEU</td>
<td>2,305 TEU</td>
<td>620 TEU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. vessel length</td>
<td>265m</td>
<td>225m</td>
<td>400m</td>
<td>350m</td>
<td>225m</td>
<td>220m</td>
<td>300m</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>146m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>portcall frequency</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>weekly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3: Characteristics of liner services under investigation

Considering real world conditions, shipping companies usually use vessels of different sizes while offering liner services. For instance, the Maersk AE10 service is based on three 15,500 TEU and nine 18,270 TEU vessels.
3. Analysis of vessel acceleration measures

3.1 Liner services - status quo and assumptions made

The round-trip time of a liner vessel, i.e., the time between leaving the origin and reaching the destination port, is primarily determined by the number of ports, the travel distance between the ports, the handling performance of involved container terminals (i.e. boxes per hour and vessel), the number of containers to be handled at the ports and the travel speed of the vessel. Basically, the round-trip time is composed of three different time components: 1.) travel times (between ports), 2.) (un-)mooring times (at ports) associated with necessary times for pre-/post-processing of handling operations and 3.) the actual handling times. Regarding the travel times of liner services detailed information is presented on the Maersk Line’s homepage (ML, 2014). The other two components of vessel round-trip time are not available without further ado and so some assumptions have to be made. Table 4 shows the assumptions for (un-)mooring & pre-/post-processing times of different vessel sizes being part of the analysis. They are based on both scientific findings (e.g. Chen and Huang, 1999) and practical experiences of the authors. Moreover, the actual vessel handling time is primarily determined by the terminal performance capability at quayside as well as the amount of containers to be discharged and loaded at the container terminal. Assumptions concerning the former are deduced from many years of experience authors collected in practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel capacity</th>
<th>890 TEU</th>
<th>2,390 TEU</th>
<th>2,825 TEU</th>
<th>3,600 TEU</th>
<th>4,270 TEU</th>
<th>4,930 TEU</th>
<th>5,790 TEU</th>
<th>11,000 TEU</th>
<th>13,980 TEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handling</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre/post-processing</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 4: Time and productivity assumptions for processes at quay wall

With regard to the handling volume, it is assumed that the vessel capacity is always fully used and that the vessels are completely discharged and loaded in the region of origin and in the region of destination.
For reasons of simplification, the containers are to be uniformly distributed among the ports in both regions and all ports are characterized by the same TEU factor (see Table 5). Analogously, a uniform distribution of handling volume between the stopover ports is assumed. However, a certain percentage of vessel slots shall only be occupied by transshipment containers (varying between services) and reused at stopover ports.

For the Intra-European service, the assumptions made are that the vessel capacity is fully used and between 20% and 60% of loaded containers are replaced by new boxes at each port. Figure 1 shows the vessel round-trip time with its inherent time components (status quo). It can be seen that the component "travel time" represents the dominant time share for all analyzed services.

Additionally, the figure shows that the services on the same route with appreciably fewer ports are not characterized by a correspondingly lower share of handling time. Regarding the throughput capacity of a vessel's round-trip (sum of container loaded at all loop ports), the above-mentioned assumptions lead to three determinants: the vessel size, the number of stopover ports and the transshipment volume being handled at these ports.
3.2 Cost-efficient measures for acceleration of liner services

Due to the high competition pressure in maritime container transport, both the involved liner shipping companies and the container terminals have spent a lot of effort in the recent years to improve the economic viability of their operations processes. Following, solution approaches are highlighted that are effective in achieving objectives but induce no or comparatively low extra (unit) costs. That is, the same or a similar factor input enables a noticeably higher output. Usually, organizational innovation or improvements in combination with sophisticated IT systems fulfill this requirement.

With regard to acceleration of terminal processes at quay wall, a distinction is made between approaches being associated with changes in the organizational concept and algorithm-based approaches for resource control as well as innovations measures concerning the IT systems in use. The former deals with determining the operations modes of production factors in short- and medium-term view by appropriate organizational rules or strategies, respectively. The algorithm-based approaches, in particular, are related to the use of quantitative
methods from the field of Operations Research (OR) for order-driven resource allocation and routing. Finally, the latter improves quality and quantity of the available operational data forming the basis for effective planning and control of terminal processes.

Practical experiences show that the implementation of new organizational concepts and/or basic changes in the IT landscape can lead to performance improvements in the double digit percentage range. Considering the handling processes of container vessels, the following concept-, algorithm- and IT-based Port Operations Measures for Realizing Time Savings (POM.RTS) needs to be highlighted exemplarily:

- Dual cycle operations of quay cranes: container discharging and container loading together forms single crane move (e.g. Goodchild and Daganzo, 2007; Preuß, 2012; Zhang and Kim, 2009).
- Twin-lift operations of quay cranes during discharging AND loading of vessels: a twin-lift crane move consists of two 20' containers. Highly motivated staff and a sophisticated decision support system enable twin-lift operations even during the loading process.
- Flexible pooling and dispatching of horizontal transport vehicles at quayside with the assistance of a positioning system enabling automatic localization of transport vehicles in use and orders being processed (e.g. anonymous, 2000; Ho and Liu, 2009; Kellberger and Münsterberg, 2014).
- Using transport vehicles of all the terminal areas in times of low system load for container pre-stowage close to dedicated berthing places. Thus, the travel distance of vehicles can be reduced during the actual handling process.
- Extensive cross-company integration of IT systems (between shipping companies and terminals as well as the shippers and consigners in the hinterland) increases the availability of operational data for all involved parties and thus, for example, appreciable improvements in
short-term resource planning become possible (e.g. Ilmer, 2005; Jürgens et al., 2011).

- Usually, algorithm-based resource control is preceded by changes in the organizational concept or would cause these changes. Practical experiences and scientific studies show that the application of OR methods can lead to appreciable improvements in terminal operations (but mostly in a lower range, as such, by concept change). Further information about the methods in use and their economic impact is to be found in numerous publications (e.g. Meisel, 2009; Murty et al., 2005; Park et al., 2011; Ursavas, 2014). An overview in this regard is provided by the literature surveys from for example Bierwirth and Meisel (2010), Carlo et al. (2014-a and 2014-b), Islam and Olsen (2013), Le-Anh and De Koster, (2006), Stahlbock and Voß (2008) or Steenken et al. (2004).

- Against the background, one main bottleneck in quayside operations is the horizontal transport (Saanen, 2004), it can even make sense to increase the number of vehicles, if additional units are available at the terminal and the variable vehicle costs are comparatively low. This is the case, for instance, with automated vehicles or with terminal facilities located in low-wage countries. Practical experiences show that, up to a certain extent, the arising extra costs are in a range of not being relevant for competitiveness.

With regard to time and fuel savings on the sea voyage, the topic "Weather Routing" (WR) is discussed more intensively in science and practice in the recent past (e.g. Chen, 2013; Hinnenthal, 2007; Lin et al., 2013; O’Brien, 2012; Padhy et al., 2008; Szlapczynska and Smierzchalski, 2009; Walther et al., 2014). Today, WR, in general, is understood as a particular type of vessel navigation which does not primarily align decision-making to the shortest path. WR-based navigation decisions additionally consider present and forecasted weather as well as sea conditions in conjunction with the vessel characteristics and the objectives specific to the shipping company. Considered separately,
weather and sea conditions are defined in the terms of wind speed and direction, wave height, ocean current, visibility due to fog, threatened safety due to ice-bergs and deck ice, etc. (Bowditch, 2002). Typical objectives of shipping companies being associated with Weather Routing Measures (WRM) can be multifarious, e.g. reduction of fuel consumption, realizing the estimated times of arrival at ports, realization of travel time savings or ensuring vessel safety. Against the backdrop of the paper’s focus, the main interest in WRM is the reduction of travel times (more or less cost-neutral) by application of WR-driven navigation decisions. Consequently, the question arises which time saving potential can be exploited by WR. Basically, WRM for Realizing Time Savings (WRM.RTS) are very effective and provide large benefits in sea regions characterized by navigationally unrestricted water and adverse weather conditions occurring many times a year. Such conditions lead to a number of alternative route choices and make weather an essential route determining factor. Practical experiences show that the expectation of time savings in the double digit percentage range is reasonable under such premises (e.g., Gershanik, 2011; Weber, 2007). Thus, a potential for savings from the WR’s point of view is particularly possible in case of longer travel distances in open seas, as is the case with intercontinental sea voyages, for instance.

3.3 Cumulated effects on vessel round-trip time - a mean valued based analysis

The explanations about the impact of POM.RTS and WRM.RTS in section 3.2 form the basis for determining the range of handling and travel time reduction being assumed for investigation. Regarding round-trip time savings induced by WRM, an average decrease of travel time between 0% and -5% is considered for all loop sections. Additionally time savings by POM are supposed to range between -5% and -25% at each of the associated ports. Supposing that highly sophisticated POM.RTS and WRM.RTS are not yet a part of terminal and vessel operations, the changes in handling and travel time, mentioned before, are applied to all liner services being part of the analysis.
(see section 2.1). In the cases in which the amount of time reduction is questionable due to the reasons discussed in section 3.2, the respective part of the diagram curve is highlighted by a dotted line. Figure 2 shows the resulting savings in round-trip time for all liner services.

For each route under investigation, the figures attest that with increasing travel distance and vessel size, the impact in savings grows as well. With respect to the number of vessels in use, the time savings become significant if they exceed the vessel inter-arrival time for the ports of a liner service. In case of time reduction in a lower range, benefits for shipping companies are there as well but in other dimensions (see below).

Due to the assumptions made in section 3.1, the (pure) number of ports in the origin and destination region has no influence on the effectiveness of POM.RTS. However, the curve profile of the service "TA2" and "LEVANT" reveals that the existence of stopover ports can gain considerable importance for success of POM.RTS. Having in mind the container throughput which is additionally induced by stopover ports on a round-trip (see section 3.1), in case of the LEVANT service, the interregional throughput volume is appreciably
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enlarged by the means of transshipment containers at the 5 stopover ports. For each stopover, a re-allocation of about 30% of vessel slots is supposed. In contrast to the LEVANT service, the TA2 service possesses no stopover ports. Basically, it should be noted that the effectiveness of POM.RTS rises with the vessel size increase and the increase in number of stopover ports or the amount of transshipment cargo to be handled at related "pit stops", respectively. Furthermore, the effectiveness of WRM.RTS is mainly determined by the length of loops and the share of open sea travel distances.

Following, the economic and operational benefit of decrease in vessel round-trip time is exemplarily explained. For this purpose, two impact cases are differentiated and possible reactions of shipping companies are highlighted: CASE a) the amount of time savings is higher than the vessel inter-arrival time for loop ports and CASE b) the amount of time savings is lower than the vessel inter-arrival time for loop ports.

- Reaction a1): For shipping companies it opens up the possibility to save a service vessel completely and keeping the same service capacity and quality as before. The resulting economic impact is tremendous. Gudehus and Kotzap (2012) estimate the charter rate of a 5.000 TEU container vessel (without fuel costs) at 23.000 US$/day. Considering the liner services under investigation, the AE10 service allows a fleet size reduction by one vessel if POM.RTS and WRM.RTS are maximally effective.

- Reaction a2): The shipping company keeps the number and kind of vessels as they are and analogous to a1) the port call frequency rises. Associated with fleet acceleration, the annual throughput capacity of each service vessel increases and thus the annual throughput capacity of the liner service as well. Regarding the service "AE10", the port call frequency grows from 52 calls per year (vessel inter-arrival time of 7 days) to yearly 57 calls (vessel inter-arrival time of 6,4 days). Additionally, the annual vessel and liner service throughput capacity increases by 9,6%, i.e., by 12.697 containers per vessel and by
12*12.697 containers for the liner service (assuming re-allocation of 15% of vessel slots at each stopover port).

- Reaction a3): Another alternative (not discussed here any further) is to deploy the number of vessels as before and reduce the size of vessels while keeping the annual throughput capacity. As a result the port call frequency of the liner service increases, the annual vessel and liner service throughput capacity do not change and the service costs go down due to smaller size of vessels in use.

- Reaction b1): The shipping company does not change the kind and number of vessels and make use of the time savings for integration of one or more (additional) ports in the related string. Depending on the location of added port(s) the measure improves the liner service accessibility in the respective region.

- Reaction b2): Again, there are no changes in vessel use. Gains in round-trip time savings are considered as time buffer and this enlarges the scope of (re-)action for the operations management and with that improves the service punctuality.

- Reaction b3): Analogues to b1) and b2) the fleet structure is kept. The resulting time savings are used for reduction of vessel speed on sea while retaining the timetable of liner service. So slow steaming measures become possible or can be even furthered. Considering the liner service "A10short", the average vessel speed is about 16 knots (i.e. slow steaming is already applied). Using the time gained by acceleration measures for the purpose of further slow steaming, the average vessel speed can be reduced to approx. 14,5 knots without any adaptation of the liner service's timetable. According to Notteboom and Vernimmen (2009), slowing down a 10.000 TEU container vessel in this speed range leads to savings in fuel consumption of about 20 tons per day. The service "AE10short" comprises of ten 11.000 TEU vessels each with about 288 sea days (see section 3.1). Hence, liner service operations can yearly save between 57.000 tons and 58.000
tons of fuel by applying the acceleration measures suggested in this paper.

- Reaction b4) Finally, it should be noted that reaction a2) and a3) can also be applied in CASE b). To what extent the related approaches make sense or are beneficial has to be evaluated on a case by case basis.

4. **MSVN - a cooperation of container terminals together with at least one ship routing company and one meteorological service provider**

Considering the promising results presented in section 3, the systematic acceleration of liner vessels appears highly attractive from economic and operational point of view of liner shipping companies. A basic prerequisite for applying POM.RTS and WRM.RTS in a coordinated manner is a close cooperation among all associated parties, i.e., the container terminals located at the loop ports together with at least one ship routing company and one globally active meteorological service provider as well as eventually the liner shipping company as vessel operator and customer. Only the mutual understanding as (network) partners and the strong integration of customer enables an effective time-related integration of accelerated operations processes being necessary for achieving the maximum possible composite effect of time savings.

In this regard, it should be mentioned that the cooperation partners possess a comparatively diversified character. Nevertheless their range of services is complementary from the perspective of container liner shipping. Usually, there are no production- and competition-related interdependencies between them - if at all, container terminals located in the same region might be competitors for the handling volume arising in their hinterland.

With respect to the joint value added to customer, the tremendous complexity of logistics service as well as its generation in a modular fashion by
purposefully combining complementary core competencies of autonomously acting service providers is to be emphasized. Such characteristics are typical for service value networks already practiced by IT and Web service providers as business model (Basole and Rouse, 2008; Hamilton, 2004; Momm and Schulz, 2010) as well as existing in scientific work which includes recent publications and conference tracks in the field of information systems and technology (Chan and Hsu, 2012; Gordijn et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2012).

Against this background, the authors consider the form of cooperation among container terminals, ship routing company and meteorological service provider as logistic SVN in the maritime sector. Noting that there are differences existing between the related MSVN and the known (IT-based) SVN in the field of e-services, e.g., the missing "network's ability to orchestrate a complex service ad-hoc" or the necessity that MSVN "must be run on and by ubiquitously accessible information technology" (Blau et al., 2009-a).

Due to the potentially achievable collaboration benefit (illustrated in section 3), the basic advantages of SVN (Blau et al., 2009-b) and the successful SVN operations examples especially in the e-service industry (Blau et al., 2009-a), the idea of the maritime SVN is considered by the authors as a promising approach for improving the competitiveness of container terminals operating intercontinental liner services in a highly competitive market environment. In concrete terms, the constitutive MSVN partners (see Figure 3) perform the following care tasks:

CONTAINER TERMINAL: The terminals involved provide for the MSVN customers (i.e. shipping companies with contractual MSVN agreements) a premium handling service at dedicated berths which is based on highly sophisticated POM.RTS (see section 3.2). To stay competitive, it is of great importance that additional costs of premium vessel handling are compensated (more or less) by adequate productivity increase so as to keep the costs per container on the same level.

SHIP ROUTING COMPANY: A promising approach for cost-efficient reduction of travel time on sea is an advanced navigational concept which systematically
Fig. 3: MSVN partners and main information flows between them

considers weather and sea conditions for decision-making (see section 3.2). Nowadays, there are several companies worldwide which are specialized in providing WR-based navigational services to an outstandingly effective degree. To ensure best possible navigation decisions for vessel control with high travel time savings, it makes sense to consider a ship routing company as a further constitutive partner of the MSVN.

METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE PROVIDER: An absolute prerequisite for achieving high navigation quality is the availability of comprehensive weather data for all relevant sea areas and the ability to aggregate this data to build valid weather forecasts. For this reason, a globally active meteorological service provider is to be incorporated in the network as well. Such companies have at their disposal many years of experience in collecting, processing and providing forward projection of weather data. Therefore, they are equipped with the necessary competence to provide weather data as well as forecast information in the quality and quantity needed for highly effective vessel navigation.

LOOP MANGEMENT: For ensuring quality of MSVN service, a loop management is to be established as central instance. Prior to and during a vessel round-trip, the loop management is supplied with a wide range of information: comprehensive planning and operations information about the production processes are made available by the container terminals and the
shipping company in-charge, WR-based navigation recommendations are given by the ship routing company and present or forecasted weather information, respectively, is provided by the meteorological service provider. The loop management collects and aggregates this information and makes it available for the process owners to support decision-making. Moreover, the loop management triggers acceleration measures at ports and on sea, in case of time-related deviations from the timetable based on the expected operational impact of POM.RTS and WRM.RTS. Basically, the loop management has the function of a rather moderating network instance with limited decision-making and instruction authority. For the latter, the responsibility ultimately lies with the process owners, i.e., with the container terminals and the liner shipping companies as MSVN customers. Against this background, the loop management aims to reach a consensus on the control measures required for keeping the accelerated timetable. The management activities are primarily based on the internal agreements between the MSVN partners as well as the agreements between the MSVN and the liner shipping companies. In case of doubt, i.e., if related agreements do not cover the arising problem and hence define no organizational framework for deducing appropriate solution approaches, the loop management does not decide autonomously but initiate countermeasure(s) in accordance with the parties involved who would bear the probable additional expenditure incurred by these activities.

5. **Summary and outlook on future research**

The case-related analysis of POM and WRM for cost-efficient process acceleration in container liner shipping shows that their composite effect on round-trip times can be appreciable if particular pre-conditions are met. Furthermore, the examples of economic and operational impact resulting from these time savings reveal the large benefit of applied acceleration measures for liner shipping companies. In other words, the improvements in liner service operations can provide the shipping companies with noteworthy advantages
against their competitors, simultaneously putting the involved container terminals - functioning as core service providers - in a strong market position.

The basis for implementing such (advanced) services forms a close cooperation among all the parties involved in the acceleration processes at ports and on sea. Because of the many advantages of SVN concept (e.g. flexibility regarding changing market requirements, enabler for innovative/outstanding service offers or multiple troubleshooting options), from the author's point of view, related networks represent an effective approach for resolving the collaboration task mentioned above.

The constitutive partners of the maritime SVN are container terminals in various regions of the world as well as at least one ship routing company and one globally active meteorological service provider, while liner shipping companies function as customers of the network. The MSVN is fitted with a central instance, the loop management, which coordinates the internal network activities as well as matches the elaborated control measures to the requirements of customers.

Due to generally non-existing relationships among the network partners (if at all, then container terminals of the same region might be competitors) and the extensive integration of the MSVN customers in the actual production process, the decision-making and instruction authority of the loop management is very limited. With regard to this challenging coordination task, only contractual agreements and the hope for willingness of involved parties to collaborate will not be enough in order to ensure sustainable savings in round-trip time and push the network to a highly competitive market position. The competitiveness of MSVN is mainly determined by the effectiveness of its network management and the resulting quality of service. Thus, the management holds a key function for the network’s success.

Considering the peculiarities of container liner shipping business as well as the characteristics of MSVN, further research work is required to identify or (if necessary) develop appropriate mechanisms for purposeful coordination of network partners. Furthermore, the design and operations of MSVN also raise
other questions, for example, in terms of network service composition, like the interpretation of "modular service components" from the logistics point of view or the possibilities of useful "implementation" of related components in respect of real-world requirements.

In this context, it should be noted that relatively large amount of research work about SVN is already done in the field of e-services (e.g. Blau, 2009; Conte, 2010; van Dinther, 2010). Thus, a comparison of similarities and differences between the nature of SVN in e-service and (maritime) logistics can provide valuable insights about the alienability of already developed solution approaches. An essential prerequisite for making the vision of MSVN real is the availability of design and coordination instruments that are (also) highly effective under actual conditions of application. This forms the basis for successful achievement of MSVN objectives in practice.
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